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Manos Strongilos: The legacy of a chartered surveyor is 
none other than his expertise and reliability
An independent technical consultant and surveyor is undoubtedly the best partner of a shipping company given that 
many crucial decisions made are largely based on his surveys and assessments.
One of the most distinguished technical consultants in Piraeus is Manos Strongilos, Mechanical & Marine Engineer 
with Master degrees in both disciplines from the University of Newcastle upon Tyne. Mr. Strongilos is the Managing 
Director of SM Sigma Maritime Technical Consultants.
Having worked as a superintendent engineer for a number of Greek shipping companies and, for several years, as 
the technical manager of the marine insurance company “The Swedish Club” in Piraeus, Mr. Strongilos has pursued a 
successful career in the shipping sector having dealt with a wide range of technical cases and claims.
In the following interview, Mr. Strongilos explains the mission of a technical consultant and describes the services 
provided by his company, SM Sigma Maritime Technical Consultants.

- Kindly describe the services 
provided by SM Sigma Maritime 
Technical Consultants.
- Sigma is established upon tradi-
tional shipping values and provides 
extended, specialized expertise. 
Based on our wide experience both 
regarding the technical manage-
ment of ships and the investigation 
of marine casualties, the company 
is capable of dealing with a wide 
range of technical issues. We 
specialize mainly in investigating 
and handling insurance cases and 
claims, but we also deal with loss 
prevention as well as with purely 
technical cases.
What distinguishers our company is precisely the “insider’s” knowl-
edge of not only the requirements but also the operational proce-
dures of both parties. Thus, we have the opportunity to provide the 
appropriate advice and guidance to meet the needs of our clients, 
by anticipating and preventing unpleasant situations before they even 
rise, therefore achieving the best possible result.
It is noteworthy that for the majority of cases we have handled, no ad-
ditional or explanatory reports were requested, given the fact that we 
pay attention to detail when describing facts or when providing expert 
opinions, fully covering every aspect of our assignment. We also take 
special pride in that we are occasionally asked to deliver relevant 
presentations to the Greek shipping community.
In brief, the services provided by our company include the following:
Casualty Investigation and Claims Management, Damage surveys for 
Hull & Machinery, Protection & Indemnity and Loss of Hire, Casualty 
investigation, General Average surveys, Claims Handling, Preparation 
of technical specifications for temporary or permanent repairs, Review 
and analysis of claim submission, Loss Prevention, P&I and H&M 
condition surveys, Pre-purchase surveys, Risk assessment of vessels, 
Risk evaluation of management systems, techniques and practices.
 
- Kindly explain to us the importance of a technical consultant’s 
mission.
- The mission and the report of the technical consultant are crucial 
and can determine the outcome of a case. Significant added value is 
provided in assessing the situation and handling a technical casualty 
or similar incident. As an expert, he is in a position to assist his client 
to take the right decisions in order to avoid losing valuable time and, 
of course, money. When this is done properly, it is usually done subtly 
and potential conflicts between the parties are avoided.
Our company follows this procedure by investigating the nature, cir-
cumstances, cause and extent of the damage as well as the alternative 
methods of temporary or permanent repairs.
Essentially, the role of the technical consultant is to seek the truth – 
the investigation and description of the damage and the optimum use 
of the means and information at hand, under real conditions, in order 
to effectively handle the situation and achieve the best results.
Both internationally and – particularly – in Piraeus there are indeed 
remarkable survey firms and the bar is set high. Experience and 

constant hands-on involvement 
in the field has given us an extra 
reliability as a shipping centre. In 
Sigma, we are particularly happy 
about that since we have managed 
to spearhead our field of expertise 
and, by the results, the shipping 
community, both shipowners and 
underwriters/ adjusters/ solicitors/ 
brokers etc. honour us with their 
trust.
 
- How does one seek the truth in 
a casualty investigation survey?
- It all comes down to carefully 
investigating the case and looking 
for evidence, both on a practi-

cal and a theoretical level. Within the given time constraints, proper 
preparation is particularly useful for the subsequent investigation. 
The initial picture one gets from the casualty lacks any knowledge of 
the vessel’s history until then. Through the investigation the expert is 
called to backtrack and determine the chain of individual events which 
led to the damage examined.
One must also be able to both focus in on the detail and out on the 
general situation and to be able to analyze the findings and then com-
bine them in order to form an educated opinion of the matter. What ini-
tially might seem simple, quite frequently is not. Thus, we have been 
asked to survey a significant number of mechanical damages which at 
first seemed to be limited to individual parts but our investigation indi-
cated that they also extended to other parts or even to other, different, 
machinery. Such have been damages to crankshafts of main and auxil-
iary engines, broken liners or turbochargers. Similarly, in some cases 
of collision or grounding, damages were also extended to mechanical 
parts. Furthermore, there are also the different alternative methods 
of temporary or permanent repairs and the case becomes even more 
complicated in cases of general average. The possible combinations 
are literally endless and attention should be paid at all times so that 
the damage is both fully defined and limited to its true extent.
This is where Sigma bears a competitive advantage: given our 
extensive involvement and experience in the technical management 
of ships, we can determine with significant precision when, how and 
why the damage occurred and how it evolved to the state observed 
at the time of the survey, and suggest alternatives, with their cost, 
as to how to further handle it. Correspondingly, our experience in the 
requirements and procedures of underwriters, allows us to provide 
comprehensive and actionable information so as to facilitate the 
progress of the claim.
 
- What do you think about the new environmental sulphur cap 
regulations, etc.?
- I believe that anything promoting environmental protection is good, 
at least in principle. That said, it should be clear that along with every 
new regulation, proper infrastructure should also be made available. 
This means that if compliance with the new regulations is not made 
relatively practical and cost efficient, then it will merely be expensive 
– initially for shipowners and later for the end user of the goods trans-
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Greece - a very special market
Trust, strength, confidence – 
these are the factors that have 
underpinned The Swedish Club’s 
success in Greece’s vibrant ship-
ping market. 
It’s nearly four decades since 
the Club put down early roots 
in Greece, opening its office in 
Piraeus and growing to serve the 
markets of Greece, Italy and the 
Middle East. The latest figures 
speak for themselves. In the past 
two years, the office has further 
grown its Protection & Indemnity 
(P&I) fleet by 33%, to reach 16 
million GT – and that figure is a 
100 % increase compared to five 

years ago.
“We have doubled the fleet on P&I 

via organic growth but also through welcoming a number of new mem-
bers,” says Hans Filipsson, Area Manager of the Club’s Team Piraeus. 
“We are in a very vibrant market. Greek shipping has expanded a lot, 
and we have added to our market share.”
How has that been achieved? “I think in this business it is all about 
trust and relationships,” he says. “We have had a very long presence 
Greece, having been here since 1980. Combined with that, The Swedish 
Club has been delivering stability in all aspects of its operations over 
the past ten years, and strong confidence is always a good selling 
point.”
The Swedish Club is also unique in the Greek market for providing 
both P&I and Hull & Machinery (H&M) insurance, and the Piraeus team 
provides an expert claims service for both. 

Mr. Hans Filipsson, Area Manager 
of the Club’s Team Piraeus

Mr Filipsson says the option of both P&I and H&M offers distinct advan-
tages. “If there is a casualty and if we are handling both P&I and H&M, 
we don’t have to ask ourselves if an element is one or the other – we 
deal with it anyway and that makes us more efficient. We can allocate 
the actual costs at the end. 
“When handling a casualty, you need to take quick decisions and wise 
decisions – and I am confident that it is more efficient when you take 
all of those decisions under one roof.”
The Greek shipping market may be a vibrant market – but that doesn’t 
mean business comes on a plate. Nowhere are personal relationships 
more important, says Mr Filipsson. “Greek people like to do business 
with people they know,” he says. “It is important to spend time getting 
to know the shipowners and understand their business.”
In 2017, The Swedish Club celebrated 145 years in the marine busi-
ness. Team Piraeus also takes the long-term view. “We don’t change 
the management in this office every two years – I have been here five 
years,” he says. 
Shipowners have had to adapt to some very tough market conditions 
in recent years. Members can depend on the support of The Swedish 
Club, which this year set a zero per cent general increase in P&I for 
the third consecutive year, and also took the decision to discount P&I 
premiums by 4%. 
The Club also continues to focus on its extensive Loss Prevention 
programme, passing on important ‘lessons learned’ from casualties, 
and its innovative Emergency Response Training initiative has proved 
very successful with members.
In summary, Mr Filipsson says: “Greece is a very special market - 22% 
of the world fleet is controlled by Greek ship owners and yet it is a 
nation with only 11 million people. Greek ship owners have expanded 
a lot in recent years – we are talking about both new buildings and 
second-hand tonnage. And even if the freight rates are not at an opti-
mal level yet, they are very well positioned for the future.”

ported. Among fuel producers, there is already a dilemma regarding 
the type of fuels, quantities and cost of production as well as what the 
fate of the anticipated stocks of the existing high Sulphur HFO. On the 
other hand, the shipowners seem to generally wait to see the alterna-
tives they have or will have until the deadline expires. Finally, there is 
also the issue of supplying adequate stocks, to a large scale, including 
more remote or “difficult” ports worldwide. In this respect, I am not 
entirely sure that the proponents of this new regulation actually grasp 
the international character of the shipping industry and the maritime 
applications.
In conclusion, I believe that reducing the limit from the current 3.5% 
to 0.5% is a significant, abrupt and, I fear, costly change. The issue is 
who will bear the cost.
 
- What is your opinion on autonomous ships?
- I believe that autonomous ships are probably something we won’t 
see any time soon. I will merely mention that land application tech-
nologies are generally introduced to the shipping industry with some 
time delay and autonomous land applications haven’t proven to be 
adequately reliable yet. It was only recently that the first – and fatal 
– accident involving an Uber autonomous car took place in a relatively 
controlled and predictable environment, near inspection, maintenance 
and monitoring infrastructure. Comparatively, the maritime environ-
ment is much less predictable and can be hardly controlled; in such an 
environment ships sail, often carrying cargoes of much higher value. If 
nothing else, I believe it will raise considerations from cargo interests.
On some modern ships with automated (not autonomous) engine 
rooms, it is already considered a reliable practice to stand regular 
watches. It is easy to say that despite our dependence on automations 
many accidents are due to the human factor, but this is an argument 
that can go both ways: many accidents have been prevented due to 
human intervention over the automation.
 
- Could you please describe the challenges your company is faced 

with nowadays? What are your future plans?
- Because of our experience and the expertise we provide, we have 
an extensive clientele which allows us to expand internationally. 
The fact that Piraeus is home to a very large part of the international 
shipping industry largely contributes to that. Since January 2016, the 
company has had a remarkable progress and in 2017 our assignments 
increased significantly.
The increasingly complex marine casualties may be challenging when 
they involve multidimensional technical issues and several involved 
parties. However, we provide exactly this type of specialized services. 
In addition, we remain flexible and are able to adjust our services to 
suit the needs and particularities of each case.
Τhe recognition we are vested with by the shipping community does 
indeed reflect the high level, quality and efficiency of the services 
provided.
Therefore, the only way is full speed ahead. And that’s where we are 
heading.  

From a recent presentation entitled “The Insurance Perspective of Marine 
Disasters” organized by The Chios Marine Club and The Swedish Club 

and sponsored by SM Sigma Maritime Technical Consultants
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